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Folks of the nineties wish empowerment over illness. Murray guides visitors through the often
complex, conflicting information regarding nutritional supplements.if they know the
facts!safety problems · And they have got it—obtainable forms ·principal uses ·recommended
nutritional allowance ·beneficial effects · Each chapter profiles major vitamins, minerals, efa's,
nutrients, and glandular extracts, including info on the following: ·deficiency symptoms /
symptoms ·dosage ranges · In his fresh book, Encyclopedia of Nutritional Supplements,
naturopathic doctor Michael T.interactionsBased upon extensive scientific research,
Encyclopedia of NATURAL SUPPLEMENTS empowers readers to make educated decisions
about which supplements to take pertaining to health issues including cancer, arthritis, major
depression, high cholesterol, allergies, heart disease and more.
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Among how outdated that it is The info in this book is twenty years old. Well organized with
amazing information. A good example of how outdated that it's, is that the book says that if
you take 1000 or more I.U.'s of vitamin D, that it's toxic..U. It's my fault. good stuff to know. Not
What I Expected I purchased this publication 15 years ago and found it fascinating and useful..
If you have bought this before that's all there is usually. Vitamin D: in the publication it states
only 400 IU's daily. Anyone maintaining nutritional technology knows this is not true anymore.
Great resource very helpful and informative In fact the book was good but it wasn't just what I
wanted In fact the book was good but it wasn't exactly what I wanted. Of course there
continues to be sound info in the reserve but if I had paid attention to how old this book is, I'd
not have got it. I will be returning it. Book is a little out of date This book needs to be updated.
When I noticed this I was anxious to obtain what I thought would be the updated version with
the new details on different supplements. There is nothing overlooked, only pertinent details
left in. WRONG, this is actually the same book I purchased all those years ago with a different
cover. All the details is strictly the same and on the exact same pages. By today's
requirements outdated in a whole lot of areas. Example. nutritional excellence I've grown
weary of Health Shop and pharmacy workers whos expertise is bound to certain specific areas
of medicine and their interactions. I take many suppliments and could not get accurate info on
interactions, and other detailed information essential to make great informed choices. Until
now. While this is simply not a book I'd read from cover to cover, it will be an extremely useful
reference book - which is why I bought it. Easy to find what you are looking up and not
complicated terminology.. It accurately covers interactions, ACCURATE dosage, and risks
associated. I was acquiring Way tooo very much Vitamen D. It had been copy righted in 1996
and a lot of nutritional understanding is lost for the reason that fact when it comes to
supplements. after that this book is a breath of fresh air for you. I looked but cannot find a
publish time on the listing but seriously after 15 years, had to be. A genuine treasure for
medical conscious. Well laid out with amazing information. Easy to find what you want . At last
a book that addresses EVERY aspect of supplimentation, and nutritional therapy... I really like
how its laid out and was a good . The publication was published in 1996. Suppliments and
other medicines could be dangerous together, in fact it is vital to be informed, in order to just
take what's both required and healthful. Anyone intrested in attempting to decode
supplements should get this. If like me, you are bombarded with information from the bottles
of companies desperate to sell you their product, whether or not you really need it or not.
Therefore, make sure you check the publishing date, which I neglected to accomplish, before
you get a reference type publication such as this. Marray's books are goldmines of information
and excellent references. Sometimes like this, I desire I'd gone to med college, or been a
journalist, to be able to accurately and succinctly review this phenomenal book.I have had a
look over it and I believe it is precisely what I need. Five Stars A lot of details and a little
overwhelming but great details. I'm learning a whole lot! It is Fabulous ! I take 10,000 I. I am a
Holistic Nourishment Sudent which was a required publication. I love how its laid out and was
a very good start to my new adventure into organic medicine. Plus the author is the same one
who co-wrote the text reserve used for naturopathic medication. A Bit Dated But Still Useful I
did not realize that this edition has a copyright of 1996 so that it is not quite as up to date on
products like D Ribose. With that said, all of Dr. A very useful reference book. Higher levels are
needed and required. it didn't have the health supplements I was wishing to learn about.'s a
day time as recommended by my Doctor.
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